
EXT. WOODS - DAY

CHLOE, a precocious young girl, looks around confused. 
Suddenly an arrow pierces the ground at her feet.

TYGERA (O.S.)
Hold fast! Or risk losing more than your 
way.

Chloe freezes in place and looks around in fear. Suddenly 
behind her a leather clad female warrior drops from the 
trees. This is TYGERA. Chloe spins and stares up at her.

CHLOE
Wow. Sure know how to make an entrance, 
huh?

TYGERA
What a strange creature you are.

CHLOE
(sotto)

Says the lady in the leather jumpsuit.

TYGERA
Do you mock me? A brave gesture for one 
so small and weak.

CHLOE
(retreating)

Sorry. Kind of a defense mechanism.

TYGERA
Tell me - what brings you here?

CHLOE
Umm... my closet?

TYGERA
This “Closet” is your servant then?

CHLOE
Umm... no, actually just where I keep my 
clothes. (beat) And apparently my time 
portal?

TYGERA
State your business here, then.

CHLOE
Umm... lady --

TYGERA
I am Tygera. Of Fellstar.
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CHLOE
Wow. Cool name.

TYGERA
And you?

CHLOE
Uh, I am Chloe... of... 
California...star.

TYGERA
I have not heard of this land.

CHLOE
Really? It’s... new.

TYGERA
Are your people a warring people?

CHLOE
(sotto)

Every chance they get.

TYGERA
(snaps to attention)

Do they mean to threaten us then? Do you 
come to declare war?

CHLOE
Frankly... Tygera -- I’m not gonna get 
tired of saying that name -- I don’t know 
why I “come”. But I’m pretty sure it’s 
not to declare war. 

Suddenly an AXE rockets into a TREE by Tygera’s head. At 
blinding speed she spins, notches an arrow and draws her 
bow as she turns to the source of the axe. 

KINGDOR (O.S.)
Little good your speed would do you had I 
actually wanted to split that thick skull 
of yours and not Bardon’s skin.

From a darkened patch steps forth KINGDOR - a 2nd axe in 
hand. Tygera relaxes somewhat though she doesn’t lower 
her bow completely.

TYGERA
You best wish my fingers hold their grip.

KINGDOR
And as ever your mouth holds more danger 
than your bow ever could.
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Suddenly the ARROW FLIES from Tygera’s bow toward 
Kingdor. At the last second he raises his axe as the 
arrow STICKS into the broad handle. Kingdor looks 
momentarily startled.

TYGERA
Oops.

Kingdor steps forward pulling the arrow from the handle 
and dropping it at Tygera’s feet, “accidentally” stepping 
on it as he grips the handle of the axe stuck in the 
tree. With a heft he yanks the axe out. An audible LOW 
MOAN is heard. Kingdor looks up into the foliage of the 
great tree as he pats the trunk.

KINGDOR
Sorry, old friend. Just needed to make a 
point.

As another LOW MOAN emanates from the great tree its 
branches seem to ripple slightly. Kingdor turns and looks 
at Chloe.

KINGDOR (CONT’D)
So - what do we have here? I didn’t think 
you went in for squires, Tygera. Or is 
she perhaps dinner?

Chloe blanches and looks to Tygera.

TYGERA
Rest easy young one. Kingdor speaks as if 
his words would entertain. And perhaps 
they do. For an audience of one.

KINGDOR
Ahh - but the most important one.

TYGERA
Ahh, so the maids of Ierlandia speak true 
when they mention your desire for self 
satisfaction.

CHLOE
(sotto)

Ho-boy -- five bucks says if I don’t get 
what they’re saying -- they’re talking 
about sex.  Gross.

A slight BREEZE begins to ruffle the leaves of the trees 
above them. The sunlight falling on the group gets broken 
by small shadows which sweep periodically over and back.
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Chloe looks up and sees a small group of birds swooping 
and circling in the space between the trees’ canopies.

KINGDOR
Your words might cause offense, my... mud 
loving friend --  were I to actually 
believe that the sweet and -- mmph -- 
clean -- ladies of Ierlandia might 
actually let you consort among them.

TYGERA
If you have a dandy’s fear of muck and 
mire perhaps I can offer thee a bath in 
thine own blood?

KINGDOR
Wow. You went dark. 

CHLOE
(looking past the others)

Sooo, I hate to break up this really 
wordy cute meet, but am I the only one 
who thinks (pointing) that is maybe a 
problem?

The others turn and lift their gaze. Their faces fall as 
the previously small group of birds has grown to an 
enormous swarm that seems to move as if guided by a 
single mind. The swarm coalesces into a form that 
suddenly reveals itself to resemble the awful visage of a 
crone demon. The birds movement makes the lips part and 
suddenly a HELLISH SOUND BLASTS through the forest.

CRONE SWARM
KRRRAAAAARRRGGHHH!!! 

Tygera’s mouth falls agape at the awful site, her eyes 
wide. But she only hesitates a moment before a steely-
eyed self determination retakes her. Her eyes still fixed 
on the awful vision above her, Tygera speaks.

TYGERA
Kingdor. Child. We need to run. And run 
like the Raiders of Giotto.

CHLOE (O.S.)
Uhhh... yeah - he’s already gone.

Tygera snaps her head down and sees Kingdor already 50 
feet away from them running toward a CAVE. Tygera looks 
to Chloe who SHRUGS. As Tygera throws a quick glance 
skyward she sees the Crone’s Face dissolve as the swarm 
reforms into a rocket of raging beaks and wild eyes.
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TYGERA
Quickly, child - run. Run!

The two dash madly toward the cave as the swarm begins a 
fearsome descent at them. As they near the mouth of the 
cave they see Kingdor, inside the cave, rolling a large 
stone to COVER THE ENTRANCE. Tygera’s eyes flash in anger 
and astonishment. 

At the last second she reaches down, grabs Chloe by the 
waist of her onesie pajamas, and THROWS HER FORWARD 
through the narrowing gap in the cave entrance. 

As a group of black birds sink their talons into Tygera’s 
leather she dives and rolls through the final crack of 
space as Kingdor seals the opening shut -- creating a 
stone barrier that a deluge of birds crash to their 
deaths against.

INT. CAVE - CONTINUOUS

The few birds that had fastened themselves to Tygera caw 
and cackle a horrible sound as they try to force their 
razor beaks through to her skin. Tygera twists manically 
at the onslaught. Suddenly an AXE SWOOPS DOWN in a fatal 
arc and makes short work of the birds. Tygera, her blood 
still raging snaps her head up. Kingdor stands above her, 
his bloody axe dripping.

KINGDOR
You’re welcome.

TYGERA
Welcome? You left us for bird feed! Oh, I 
thought I had known cowards before, but 
you -- !!

KINGDOR
Did what was needed. Cool thy haunches, 
Tygera. I knew you would eventually come 
to your senses and determine that flight 
was our best path. And when you did, who 
would be the one to have secured a worthy 
bunker? (spreads his hands) Ta-da! 

TYGERA
(stunned)

You were trying to seal us out!
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KINGDOR
Nonsense. Had I not started to move the 
sealing rock when I did this cave would 
be, I dare say, filled with a murder or 
crows and our picked-over bones. 

TYGERA
And you were sure we’d make it in time.

KINGDOR
Sorry, who is it that boasts of her speed 
at every harvest fest? That raises a 
toast to her own ability to outrun a 
deer? That never even thinks to have a 
friend place a bet against her and then -- 
you know -- surprisingly lose a race -- 
so they can split the winnings?

CHLOE
Dang. Looks like he’s got your number.

KINGDOR
Ahh. You see. It’s clear to even a child. 
I now have... your number (?).

(sotto to Chloe)
That’s a good thing, right, little bunny?

CHLOE
(sotto to Kingdor)

Yeah. Though not sure I totally believe 
your story.

KINGDOR
(sotto to Chloe)

Hmm. Mostly true.

Tygera cleans the bird carcasses off her as she stands.

TYGERA
So. My... hero. Now you have us trapped 
in a hole to die?

KINGDOR
Die? Why anything but... fair lady. 

Kingdor takes a few steps toward a wall of the cave and 
reaches into a nook.

KINGDOR (CONT’D)
Why, this is no death hole. It is... 
home.

He moves a hand against the wall igniting a large torch. 
Suddenly the space fills with light and reveals...
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